TRIONFI della LUNA Bonus Oracle Cards

I. The Winged Ones
A peasant flees in terror as a flock of winged demons give chase through the
valley. Relentless in their pursuit of blood, the demons will stop at nothing to obtain a bit of
flesh.

Upright:
Persistent annoyances. Harsh realities demand your attention. Fear or avoidance of
problems that won't go away by themselves.
Reversed:
Things don't bother you as much as they used to. At this time, you may be able to handle
multiple problems with courage.

II. The Sea Goddess
The bold Sea Goddess slithers atop the waves seeking to explore uncharted realms.
Propelled by self-confidence, she knows her potential is as boundless as the vast ocean
lying ahead.

Upright:
Expansion. Living to capacity. Adventure. Conquest.
Reversed:
Retreat. Lack of confidence. Limited thinking.

III. The Lioness
The heroic Lioness offers a full chalice to a thirsty world. Through steadfast determination,
she was able to collect her drink from an oasis few have dared venture to.

Upright:
Achieving a difficult, yet worthy goal. Doing what’s necessary for success despite the
opinions of others. Conviction. Staying focused.
Reversed:
Failure to obtain an objective. Letting criticism thwart your ambitions. Felling unworthy of
success.

IV. The Flutist
The Flutist plays a sweet melody on a glorious Spring day. His tune captivates a trio of
flying creatures that hover in delight to the magical vibrations of the music.

Upright:
Using one’s skills and talents to attract all they desire. Fame. Recognition. The rewards of
hard work and practice realized.
Reversed:
Behavior that attracts the wrong things in life. Negative attention. Wasting or misusing
one’s potential.

V. The Interloper
A treacherous demon attempts to blend in with a trio of devout angels. Although the demon
vows to behave, his presence within the group will undoubtedly undermine their righteous
efforts.

Upright:
A fake friend. Trouble in disguise. Overlooking an obvious problem to keep up
appearances.
Reversed:
An imposter or traitor exposed. Time to rid your party of a detrimental personality.

VI. The Jester
A four-armed jester joyfully acts out the dramas of life in his garden. Though the puppets
he controls are serious characters, his playful demeanor reminds us to take the days
problems in stride and laugh at it all.

Upright:
Levity. Having a sense of humor. Taking a light-hearted approach to a daunting situation.
Reversed:
Acting mature. Time to get serious. Stop fooling around. No more games.

VII. The Maiden
A hooded maiden holds a small pet in her palm, gazing into its eyes with devotion. In time,
the tiny creature will grow gigantic and powerful, but until then it is dependent on the
young girl for its every need. The maiden protects the creature against negative influences
by keeping the darker side of life (represented by her devilish hood) turned away.

Upright:
Nurturing something vulnerable. Custodianship. Responsibilities. Being someone’s role
model. Having someone to look up to.
Reversed:
Setting poor examples. Irresponsibility. Neglect. Abandonment.

VIII. The Doppelganger
A small child dressed as a demon pries open the mouth of a fierce lion. To his surprise, he
discovers a mirror image of himself gazing back from inside.

Upright:
Introspection. Seeking to improve oneself. Discovering and recognizing your innate
potential. Adopting new identities and shedding old ones. Looking for courage within.
Reversed:
Being unable to face yourself. Feelings of worthlessness. Unrecognized abilities.

IX. Naughty Demons
Three demons meekly approach the reprimand of Justice. Truly remorseful for their
misdeeds, the submissive demons hope for forgiveness as they prepare to accept the
deserved punishment to come.

Upright:
Atonement. Making amends. Facing consequences. Obedience. Knowing one’s place.
Reversed:
Unpunished sins. The unwillingness to admit a wrongdoing. Disobedience or defiance.

X. The Bluebirds
A flock of beautiful bluebirds return home after being gone for so long. The sight of them
gliding carefree among the stars is a blessed relief for all the weary souls below.

Upright:
A golden age after a dark period. Getting back on track. A second wind. Revitalization. The
tides are turning in your favor.
Reversed:
Loss. Going downhill. A brief spell of misfortune. Situations seem to be worsening.

